
 

 

ABOUT THE RECENT INCIDENTS IN ST. ALBANS 

Shalom.  I hope you had a meaningful Hanukkah, and I 

pray that 2020 will see our community grow and flourish in 

safety.   However, as 2019 comes to an end, we have seen a very 

real and disturbing spike in anti-Semitic incidents and violence.  

Closer to home, in the town of St. Albans, there have been a 

series of anti-Semitic flyers put up around town over several 

days.  The Police Chief of St. Albans asked that we try and avoid 

giving more celebrity and attention to the person responsible” 

during the course of their investigation.  Please consider carefully when choosing 

whether to share these images on social media.   

 On Monday, I spoke with the Chief Taylor at some 

length.  He reassured me that he has assigned a very high 

priority to these incidents and that he has involved the Joint 

State-Federal Task Force, led by the FBI, to investigate this 

matter.  They planned to meet that afternoon to review 

and consider some additional images to determine if the 

act rises to the level of a significant criminal charge.  Until 

today, the signs had not risen to the level of criminality. 

Therefore, the perpetrator would only face small fines for 

posting illegally on public property. At this time, the 

investigation is active and the police have suspects.    

 With regard to the statement last week on WCAX by a St. Albans detective 

stating the signs were 

not “directly racist or 

anti-Semitic,” the Chief 

agreed the signs are 

obviously anti-Semitic 

and that the detective 

misspoke, and had 

meant that the signs 

hadn’t yet met the 

criteria for charges of a 



 

 

hate crime or other federal crimes.  Chief Taylor reports he has been in touch with 

some of the members of the Jewish community in St. Albans, and welcomed my 

involvement, or that of the ADL, if training on anti-Semitism is needed. 

In terms of the images, one 

requires a bit of context.  The 

“109” and “110 and never again” 

refers to an anti-Semitic trope of 

white-supremacist and other 

anti-Semitic organizations 

believing that the Jews have been 

(rightly) expelled from 109 

nations, and that the US should 

be the 110th.   For more 

information, here is a link to the 

ADL explanation of this trope.  ( At the end of the email, I copied a post from an 

anti-Semitic website on this topic.)  It is disturbingly anti-Semitic, so only read if 

you feel it would be helpful to your work in the world.)        
 

Here at Temple Sinai, we have been in touch with 

the local police and anti-Semitism and general 

polarization seems like it will not soon end,  our 

Spiritual Committee and our Social Action 

Committee are going to be working with me and 

the Board to consider how most effectively to 

respond over the long haul.  What alliances do we 

need to strengthen?  What actions do we need to 

take?  How can we work with the mosque on our 

mutual safety? What sort of services and spiritual 

practices are needed to keep us grounded, smart, 

and connected to the larger good around us that 

is so easy to forget when we are worried and feel attacked?  If you would like to 

be part of shaping our responses,  please consider getting involved in those 

committees. If we create a more specific working group to consider this,  we will 

let everyone know.  

https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/109110
https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/109110


 

 

There is a value in Judaism that is, in Hebrew:  Kol Yisrael Arevim Zeh ba Zeh,” or 

all Jewish people are responsible for one another.  While the particularism of this 

might rub some the wrong way,  I think it is important to remember that being 

responsible for one another need not mean “circling the wagons” or giving in to 

the instinct to withdraw.  Instead,  we must reach out and  include others in our 

work even as we stand up for others.   We must connect, not disconnect.   One 

upcoming opportunity for just such connection is the HIAS National Refugee 

Shabbat which we will be celebrating March 20th, an event that will include 

connection with our new neighbors.  Mark it on your calendars.   

One thing I will be adding to services is the song “Acheinu Kol Beit Yisrael,”  which 

is a prayer and song for when members of our community are missing or 

threatened.  It is a prayer for safety whether on land or on sea.  Here is a link to 

some students at a Solomon Schechter School singing it, and below are the words 

and translation.  This song has always moved me to tears, and one of the most 

meaningful moments in my life has been chanting this with hundreds of others 

when people were missing during the floods in Israel a few years ago.   I will also 

look for other prayers and songs that can comfort and give strength in the face of 

hatred, whether toward us or others.   

Acheinu kol beit yisrael, han'tunim 
b'tzara uvashivyah, haomdim bein 
bayam uvein bayabasha. 
Hamakom Y'racheim Aleihem 
v'yotziem mitzara lirvacha 
um'afaila l'orah umishiabud 
lig'ulah, hashta ba'agala uvizman 
kariv. 

תּוִנים  ֵאל, ַהנְׂ רָּ ל ֵבית ִישְׂ ַאֵחינּו כָּ
ִדים ֵבין ַביָּם  עֹומְׂ יָּה, הָּ ה ּוַבִשבְׂ רָּ צָּ בְׂ

ַרֵחם ֲעֵליֶהם,  קֹום יְׂ ה, ַהמָּ שָּ ּוֵבין ַבַיבָּ
ה  ה, ּוֵמֲאֵפלָּ חָּ וָּ ה ִלרְׂ רָּ יֹוִציֵאם ִמצָּ וְׂ
א תָּ ה, ַהשְׂ ֻאלָּ בּוד ִלגְׂ ה, ּוִמִשעְׂ אֹורָּ  לְׂ

ִריב.  ַמן קָּ א ּוִבזְׂ לָּ  ַבֲעגָּ

  

As for our people, the whole house of Israel, who are given over 

to trouble or captivity, whether they abide on the sea or on the 

dry land: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBKhpQyQ2IA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBKhpQyQ2IA


 

 

May the All-Present have mercy upon them, and bring them forth 

from trouble to flourishing, from darkness to light, and from 

oppression to redemption, now speedily and soon. 

AMEN.   

 

Rabbi David Edleson, December 31, 2019 

Temple Sinai, S. Burlington, Vermont 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FROM A WHITE SUPREMACIST ONLINE SITE.  Note:  This is 

disturbingly anti-Semitic, and meant only to educate those 

who want to know more about the forms of anti-Semitism 

around us.      

110 and Never Again 

Ultimately Jews get expelled when the fatigue and hopelessness set in. It’s the point 
where people long for a return to order, coherence, and peace but realize there’s no 
possibility of it so long as Jews have influence and force us to forever chase our own 
tails in our attempts to undo the knot of talmudic sophistry and rationalization 
while they destroy the country. It’s not a frenzy of irrational Jew hatred that results 
in their expulsion, it’s just the quiet realization that spreads among normies that the 
only way to end this is for Jews to leave and that there will be no peace or prospect 
of a future until they do. At that point, they’ll all look the other way while we get on 
with it. 

If we could successfully live with the Jews, we’d be the first, so I think it’s pretty 
clear how it’s going to end. It’s just a shame it’s taking people this long to realize it, 
since all of this so unnecessary. What a shame we can’t just cut to the chase because 
the end was always a foregone conclusion. 

No, it’s not going to be different this time. It will end the same way it ended every 
other time and for precisely the same reasons. The more things change, the more 
they stay the same. Right now, the average normie opposes “antisemitism,” not 
because they’re so altruistic and moral, but because they’re under the impression 
that our commitment to “tolerance’ and “diversity” is going to save us from some 
horrible mid 20th century style disaster. They see all of this through a Jewish lens, 
a simplistic Manichean Jewish ideological fairytale that was sold to them by 
Hollywood. All that need happen is for a critical mass of them to recognize that it is 
in fact tolerance and diversity which are going to lead to the disaster they fear so 
much and that it should by rights be ethnomasochism and refusal to defend their 
own people which are worthy of shame and loss of social standing among their 
peers. 

If we can bring about those doubts and push normie politics in that direction, 
we’ll win. That’s the primary shift in public opinion that will finally end this. Things 
are slowly moving in this direction. It’s really just a question of if we can finally 
bring this about before the Jews destroy us. 
 


